
Centre for Playback Theatre: Some forms 
 
 
Forms from original company: 
 
Scenes (stories):  
 
Teller comes to stage, sits with conductor, tells story, chooses actors for self and (usually) main 
characters. Actors set up stage without talking while music plays, enact story, musician plays 
during story. Conductor checks in with teller after enactment. 5 stages: interview, setting-up, 
enactment, acknowledgement, and checking in.  
 
Fluid sculptures: 
 
Teller in audience tells brief emotionally-toned comment in response to conductor’s question. 
Actors step forward one at a time with repeated sound and movement all expressing an aspect of 
the teller’s feeling (all are playing the teller, not the object of teller’s feeling or other characters). 
Music plays. Actors build organic sculptural shape. First actor to step out stops and others follow. 
Final image held for a beat.  
 
Pairs: 
 
Actors face the audience in two’s, one behind the other in each pair, representing two parts of the 
same person. Conductor elicits two feelings about the same thing from an audience member. One 
pair goes first, each person expressing one of the teller’s feelings. Other pair follows. Pairs remain 
in configuration throughout to visually create sense of being one person.  
 
Later forms: 
 
Chorus: (Francis Batten):  
 
A clump of actors (two or more) use voice and body together as one entity. One person makes an 
offer immediately accepted and developed by the others, until a new offer is made. Chorus may 
depict a whole story (as a short form) or an element in a long-form scene. An actor may step out 
to become a different character, then melt back into chorus.  
 
Tableau (Melbourne Playback Theatre): 
 
Brief story from teller in audience is retold by conductor in about five short sentences, usually 
present tense and “story language.” After each sentence actors create image and hold it, 
accompanied by music. Minimal movement and no sound. (Many variations on this.) 
 
3-sentence story (Eugene PT): 
 
Conductor invites audience members to tell story in three sentences (conductor 
condenses/rephrases if necessary.) Three actors stand facing audience. After hearing all three 
sentences, actor on stage right  uses voice, body, movement, fabric, space, to convey essence of 
first sentence, then freezes. Second actor does same for second sentence. May interact with frozen 
first actor, who can’t respond. Third actor does same with third sentence. Actors can play any 
character. 



 
3-part story (mixed genealogy): 
 
Like 3-sentence, but instead of asking teller to tell in three sentences, actors themselves extract 
three key elements from story. 
 
Narrative-V (Hudson River Playback Theatre): 
 
Actors stand in V-formation. Person in front narrates teller’s story in third person, using gestures 
but not enacting story. Other actors echo gestures without looking at narrator. May occasionally 
echo sounds as well.  
 
Collage story (HRPT): 
 
Usually in response to teller on stage who tells story with wide social panorama or long timeline. 
Conductor asks teller to choose teller’s actor but not other characters. Actors stand facing audience 
across back of stage. One person at a time steps forward and enacts a moment, aspect, or image 
from the story. Others may join in to help fulfill that moment. The actors return to the line and 
another actor steps forward with another moment. Teller’s actor may take other roles. Collage 
does not need to be chronological.  
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